
JavaScript Week 2: 
 

Last week we learned about the document, which is your html page, and document.write, which is one 

way in which javascript allows you to write html code to your web page.  We also learned about 

variables, or a place in memory that holds a value (one value at a time).  And we learned about the prompt 

box, which allows users to type in information that we can then store in a variable. For example, in the 

following script: 

 

<script> 

  var num1 = prompt("Enter a number between 1 and 12","1"); 

  var promptstring = "What is " + num1  + " times 3?"; 

  var num2 = prompt(promptstring); 

         document.write("<p> You think "+num1+" times 3 is "+num2+"</p>"); 

 </script> 

In the script above, the user is prompted to “Enter a number between 1 and 12”.  When the user types in a 

number, it goes into the variable num1. Let’s say the user typed in the number 5.  Then num1 holds 5.  

Next, a new variable, promptstring, is created, and it holds a string.  If num1 holds 5, the string that 

promptstring will hold is “What is 5 times 3?”.  Next the user is prompted, “What is 5 times 3?” and the 

number the user types in in response to this question goes into num2.  Let’s assume the user typed in the 

number 15.  Then document.write would be used to write to the web page the paragraph,  

<p> You think 5 times 3 is 15 </p> 

Basic Math Operators: 
Now, what if you wanted to actually calculate the 3 x 5, or the number that the user typed in in response 

to the prompt? Javascript lets you do that using basic math operations. 

The basic set of mathematical operations that javascript lets you do are: 

 

(assume var y = 5) 

 

Operator Description   Example Result 

+  Addition    var x=y+2  x=7  

-  Subtraction    var x=y-2 x=3 

*  Multiplication    var x=y*2 x=10 

/  Division    var x=y/2 x=2.5 

%  Modulus (division remainder)    var x=y%2 x=1 

 

The following script shows all of the above operators being used: 

 

 

 

 



<script> 

  var num1 = parseInt(prompt("Enter a number","1"));     

  var num2 = parseInt(prompt("Enter a second number","1"));  

         document.write("<h2> Fun with numbers </h2>"); 

  document.write("<p>"); 

 

  var z = num1 + num2; 

  document.write(num1 + " + " + num2 + " = " + z + "<br >"); 

 

   z = num1 - num2; 

  document.write(num1 + " - " + num2 + " = " + z + "<br >"); 

 

   z = num1 * num2; 

  document.write(num1 + " * " + num2 + " = " + z + "<br >"); 

 

  z = num1 / num2; 

  document.write(num1 + " / " + num2 + " = " + z + "<br >"); 

 

  z = num1 %num2; 

  document.write(num1 + " % " + num2 + " = " + z + "<br >"); 

  document.write("</p >"); 

 </script> 

If (conditional branching) 
Now, what if we only want something to happen in our code conditionally?  In real life, we’ve got 

conditions all the time: if it’s raining, wear a raincoat.  If there’s a long line, I won’t get coffee.  If my 

bank account has more than 50 dollars in it, I’ll get gas for my car. 

We can do this with JavaScript as well.  In javascript I can say: 

 

 if (bankaccount > 50) 

 { 

  document.write(“<p> Go ahead and get gas </p>”); 

 } 

 

A couple of things to note about the if condition.  First, the if condition must have something it is 

evaluating to decide whether to do the code associated with the if condition.  In other words, something 

must be true for us to do the code associated with the if.  In our real life examples, the first condition was, 

“is it raining?”  The answer is either yes, or no.  If the answer is yes, then you should wear a raincoat.  In 

the code above, the condition was, does the variable called bankaccount hold a value that is greater than 

50?  Again, the answer is either yes, or no, and if the answer is yes, we write the paragraph, “Go ahead 

and get gas”.  In javascript, that condition must be in parentheses. 



Next, the code we want to happen if the condition is true must go inside of { and }.  There can be more 

than one thing we want executed by the browser if something is true.  It all must go inside the { and } 

associated with that if statement.  So, in the above example I could have had: 

 

 if (bankaccount > 50) 

 { 

document.write(“<p> You’ve got “+bankaccount+” in your bank account. </p>”); 

document.write(“<p> Go ahead and get gas </p>”); 

 } 

 

Here is an example of using the if condition with the prompt box: 

 

<body> 

 <script> 

  var answer = prompt(“How many pieces of chocolate do you want?"); 

  if (answer > 10) 

  { 

   document.write("<p> I see diabetes in your future! </p>"); 

  } 

 </script> 

</body> 

 

In this case, the user is asked to type in a number in answer to the question, “how many pieces of 

chocolate do you want?”  That number goes into the variable answer.  If the variable answer then holds a 

number greater than 10 (and ONLY if the variable answer holds a number greater than 10), javascript 

writes to the web document the paragraph, “I see diabetes in your future!”.  Otherwise (if the number in 

the variable answer is less than or equal to 10), nothing is written to the web document. 

== 
Here is another example of using the if condition: 

 
<body> 

 <script> 

  var answer = prompt("Do you like puppies?"); 

  if (answer == "yes") 

  { 

   document.write("<p>Me too!  I love puppies, especially puppy bellies!</p>"); 

  } 

 </script> 

</body> 

 

Did you notice her the odd == in the if condition? In JavaScript (and all programming languages) we use 

one = for assignment, e.g., 

 

var x = 3; 

 

assigns the value of 3 to the variable x.   

But what if I wanted to check to see if x is 3 in my if condition?  If I just said, 



 

if (x = 3) 

 

I just assigned the value of 3 to x  (x now holds 3).  I didn’t check to see if x does in fact equal 3.  So to 

check to see if x actually does equal 3, I’d use the double-equal, or ==: 

 

if (x == 3) 

 

Think of the == as a question: Does x == 3?  Yes or no?   

Or, if you prefer, just remember that in if conditions you ALWAYS use == to check to see if two things 

are the same. 

Other Comparators: 
Other comparators you can use in the if condition are the following: 

 

(Assume  

var x=3; 

var y = 7 ); 

 

Operator English Example Result 

==  Equal To x == y false 

!=  Not Equal To x != y true 

<  Less Than x < y  true 

> Greater Than x > y  false 

<=  Less Than or Equal To x <= y  True 

>=  Greater Than or Equal To x >= y  False 

 

A quick note: for greater than or equal to, the > always comes before the =.  Same with less than 

or equal to.   

Conditional if/else: 
In real life, we’ve often got an “otherwise” option.  For instance, if it’s raining, bring your umbrella.  

Otherwise just grab your jacket.  If you’ve got 50 dollars in your bank account, get gas in the car.  

Otherwise wait until payday.  In javaScript, we have the else option.  So in javaScript, you would have: 

 

 if (bankaccount > 50) 

 { 

document.write(“<p> You’ve got enough money to get gas now!</p>”); 

 } 

 else 

 { 

document.write(“<p> Wait until payday.</p>”); 

 } 



The above script states that if the variable bankaccount holds a value greater than 50, the paragraph, 

“You’ve got enough money to get gas now!” is written out.  Otherwise (and only otherwise!) the 

paragraph “Wait until payday” is written to the web page. 

 

Here’s another example: 

 

<script> 

 var age = prompt("What is your age?"); 

 if (age >= 21) 

 { 

  document.write("<p>Woo Woo. You're over 21 so you can drink legally.</p>"); 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  document.write("<p>You're under 21 so don't even try drinking alcohol.</p>"); 

 } 

</script> 

 

In this case, the user types in a value in response to the prompt, “What is your age?”.  The value goes into 

the variable age.   

 

Then the script checks to see if the variable age is greater than or equal to 21.  If the answer is yes, the 

paragraph, “Woo woo.  You’re over 21 so you can drink legally.” is written to the web page.  Otherwise 

(and ONLY if the value inside of the variable age is not greater than or equal to 21) the paragraph, 

“You’re under 21 so don’t even try drinking alcohol” is written out.  With if branches we always only do 

the first branch that is true. 

 

if/else if/ else 
You can have more than one option with an if condition.  In real life, you might say, “If he’ll eat the 

broccoli, feed him the broccoli.  Otherwise, if he’ll eat an apple, give him an apple.  Otherwise just give 

him a cookie.”  In this case, you do the first condition that is true.  The child doesn’t get an apple if he’ll 

eat broccoli, and he doesn’t get a cookie if he’ll eat an apple.  He only gets a cookie if he won’t eat 

broccoli or an apple.   

 

Another example is if you’ve got over 50 in your bank account, you’ll fill your tank with gas.  Otherwise, 

if you’ve got over 25 in your bank account, you’ll fill half a tank.  Otherwise, you’ll just wait until payday 

to fill your tank.   

 

With javaScript, you’d write this as: 

 

 if (bankaccount > 50) 

 { document.write(“<p> You’ve got enough money to get gas now!</p>”); 

 } 

 else if (bankaccount > 25) 

 { document.write(“<p> Fill only half of the tank for now..</p>”); 

 } 

else  

 { document.write(“<p> Wait until payday.</p>”); 

 } 



Here we have a branching if condition.  The browser will go through and check the first condtion: is the 

value inside of bankaccount > 50?  If so, the browser writes out the paragraph, “You’ve got enough 

money to get gas now!”.  Only if your bankaccount doesn’t have over 50 in it does the browser check to 

see if the bankaccount amount is > 25.  If this is true, then the browser writes out the paragraph, “Fill only 

half of the tank for now.”  If, however, your bankaccount amount is not greater than 50 and it is not 

greater than 25, then and only then does the browser write out, “Wait until payday.” 

 

Another example is: 

<body> 

  <h1> Calculate Your Grade </h1> 

  <script> 

   var tests = parseInt(prompt("Exam grade?")); 

   var labs = parseInt(prompt("Lab grade?")); 

   var total = tests + labs / 100; 

   if (total >= 90) 

   { document.write("<p>You get an 'A' </p>"); 

   } 

   else if (total >= 80) 

   { document.write("<p>You get a 'B' </p>"); 

   } 

   else if (total >= 70) 

   { document.write("<p>You get a 'C' </p>"); 

   } 

   else if (total >= 60) 

   { document.write("<p>You get a 'D' </p>"); 

   } 

   else  

   { document.write("<p>You fail.</p>"); 

   } 

   document.write("<p><em> Have a nice summer.</em></p>"); 

  </script> 

</body> 

 

In this case, you are prompted to enter your exam grade, and that grade is converted to an integer ( a 

number) and the number goes into tests.  You’re then asked to enter your lab grade, and when you type 

that in, it is converted to a number and that number goes into the labs variable.  Then your total grade is 

calculated and stored in the variable total. 

 

Now, if total holds a value greater than 90, the browser writes out the paragraph, “You get an ‘A’”.  The 

if, with all its branches, is done, and we drop down outside all of the if conditions and write out the 

paragraph, “Have a nice summer!” 

 

If, however the total does not hold a value greater than 90, then we check to see if the total is greater than 

80.  If it is, we write out, “You get a ‘B’” and drop down past all the if conditions to print out, “Have a 

nice summer.” 

 

If, however, the total is not greater than 90, and not greater than 80, then and only then do we check to see 

if it’s greater than 70.  If it is, we write out, “You get a ‘C’” and then  write out, “Have a nice summer.   

 

If total is not greater than 90, and it is not greater than 80, and it is not greater than 70, then we check to 

see if it is greater than 60.  If it is we write out, “You get a ‘D’” and then write “Have a nice summer.” 



Finally, if the total is not greater than 90, and it is not greater than 80, and it is not greater than 70, and it 

is not greater than 60, then (and only then) do we write you, “You fail.”  And then write out, “Have a nice 

summer.” 

 

Side note: parseInt 
parseInt makes whatever you typed in be an integer.  It forces what you’ve typed in to be a number.  In 

computer science there is a difference between numbers and words.  So 24 and “24” are two different 

things.  If I want to make sure that a number is, in fact, a number, I can use parseInt.  So, for example, in 

the following line: 

var tests = parseInt(prompt("Exam grade?")); 

Is exactly the same as: 

var tests = prompt(“Exam grade?”); 

Only by adding parseInt, I’ve made sure that what the user types in gets converted into a number.  So 

when we prompt the user to enter a number, we should always use parseInt around it to turn it into a 

number. 

Random numbers 

Often in programming, we want to generate a random number.  Games often use random 

numbers to represent the rolling of dice, for instance, or to represent a random card in a deck of 

cards, or a random location on a board.  In tests, we may use a random number to randomly 

choose the question that comes next.   

 

JavaScript has a built-in method for randomly generating a number.  It is the following: 

 

var randnum = Math.floor(Math.random() * range); 

 

What this does:  It generates a random number between 0 and range and puts that random 

number in the variable randnum 

 

To break it down,  

 

var randnum = Math.floor(Math.random() * 9) 

 

Math.random() generates a random number between 0 and 1 (e.g., 0.4). 

This  number is multiplied by the range: 

 

Math.random() * 9  

 

gives us 3.6 

 

Math.floor(3.6)   

 

rounds down to the nearest integer. or 3 

Finally, you need a variable to put all this in.  I called my variable randnum, so in essence, 

 

var randnum = 3 

 



Here’s an example: 

<script> 

var guess = Math.floor(Math.random() * 11); 

var person = parseInt(prompt(“Enter a number between 0 and 10)); 

 if (guess == person) 

 { document.write(“<p>You guessed right!</p>”); 

 } 

 else 

 { document.write(“<p>You’re wrong</p>”); 

 } 

</script> 

In this script, the computer generates a random number between 0 and 10 and that random number goes 

into the variable guess.  Then the user is asked to enter a number between 0 and 10, that number is 

converted into a number (by parseInt), and then goes into the variable person.  If the value inside the 

variable guess is the same as the value inside the variable person, the browser writes, “You guessed 

right!”.  Otherwise it writes out the paragraph, “You’re wrong”. 

 

Here are some other examples of using random numbers: 

<body> 

 <h1> Magic 8 Ball</h1> 

 <p> Ask your question and the magic 8 ball will predict your answer! </p> 

 <script> 

  var ans = prompt("What do you wish to ask the magic 8 ball?"); 

  var randnum = Math.floor(Math.random() * 8); 

  if (randnum == 0) 

  { document.write("<p> There is no chance this will happen.</p>") 

  } 

  else if (randnum == 1) 

  { document.write("<p> It is highly unlikely! </p>"); 

  } 

  else if (randnum == 2) 

  { document.write("<p> Probably not, but you never know.</p>"); 

  } 

  else if (randnum == 3) 

  { document.write("<p> Maybe.  Maybe not.</p>"); 

  } 

  else if (randnum == 4) 

  { document.write("<p> This may happen if you are lucky.</p>"); 

  } 

  else if (randnum == 5) 

  { document.write("<p> Your chances are good.</p>"); 

  } 

  else if (randnum == 6) 

  { document.write("<p> This will almost certainly happen.</p>"); 

  } 

  else if (randnum == 7) 

  { document.write("<p> Definitely.</p>"); 

  } 

  document.write("<p><em> Thank you for consulting the magic 8 ball!</em></p>"); 

</script> 



Here’s another script: 

 

<body> 

 <h1> Heads or Tails? </h1> 

 <script> 

  var ans = prompt("Heads or Tails?"); 

  if (ans == "Heads") 

  { var numans = 0; 

  } 

  else if (ans == "Tails") 

  { var numans = 1; 

  } 

  var compguess = Math.floor(Math.random() * 2); 

  if (compguess == 0) 

  { var compans = "Heads"; 

  } 

  else 

  { var compans = "Tails"; 

  } 

  if (numans == compguess) 

  { document.write("<p> You guessed correctly! You both guessed "+ans+"!</p>") 

  } 

  else 

  { document.write("<p> You guessed incorrectly. <br>")  

     document.write("You guessed "+ans+" and the computer guessed "+compans+".</p>") 

  } 

  document.write("<p><em> Play again sometime!.</em></p>") 

 </script> 

</body> 

 

And finally: 

<body> 

<h1> Page Colors:</h1> 

 <script> 

  var randcolor = Math.floor(Math.random() * 3); 

  if (randcolor == 0) 

  { document.write("<p style = \"color: #0000FF\"> This is blue </p>"); 

  } 

  else if (randcolor == 1) 

  { document.write("<p style = \"color: #FF0000\"> This is red </p>"); 

  } 

  else if (randcolor == 2) 

  { document.write("<p style = \"color: #00FF00\"> This is green </p>"); 

  } 

 </script> 

    </body> 

 


